Senior IT/Automation Project Manager
Do you like to do what you are best at every day - and do you prefer innovative
challenges over admin routines?
If you also have profound technical experience within IT/Automation systems in the
pharmaceutical industry and know how to use it to specify, design and implement the
right technical solutions in complex projects, you should continue reading.

JOB BRIEF
We are a fast-growing market leading pharmaceutical consultancy specialized in IT
and automation systems. And we consider it our main cause to deliver state-of-the-art
technical solutions that enable the world´s best pharmaceutical companies to produce
lifesaving pharmaceuticals for patients all over the world.
As a Senior IT/Automation Engineer & Project Manager with Trust GMP, you will work
with implementation of the latest technologies and be part of a dynamic growth
company with a flat organization and high degree of trust and independence.

THE POSITION
You will be the IT/Automation lead in high priority projects in charge of defining the
IT/Automation strategy and using your experience to implement systems ready for
the operational phase of the equipment life cycle.
Your role will be to act as the glue that ensures successful integration of systems,
equipment, processes, and procedures and to always create the most value for our
customers. In other words, you will be connecting the dots. Your responsibilities will
be:

Project management of small to large IT/Automation projects

IT/Automation Work Package Owner roles in large projects, being
responsible for:
- Technical interfaces
- Project time schedule
- Controlling
- Resources
- Supplier follow-up
- Risk management
- Stakeholder management

QUALIFICATIONS
Technical qualifications

You most likely hold a B.Sc. or M.Sc. in electrical engineering specialized in
IT/Automation or similar

Extensive experience with IT/automation (PLC/SCADA/PCS) in the
pharmaceutical industry
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Experience as a project manager with a solid track record as an
IT/Automation Work Package Owner in large complex projects
Experience with MS Active Directory and IT infrastructure is an advantage
Experience with pharmaceutical processes is an advantage
GMP
Validation
Data integrity
Fluent in English and Danish - both spoken and written

Personal qualifications:

You have a welcoming, proactive, and solution-oriented approach and like
to share knowledge with your team, understanding that IT/Automation can
be a difficult discipline to share

You make decisions by having one eye on the details and the other on the
broader surroundings and long-term goals

You have a natural urge to always look for smarter ways to do things

Various assignment and project environments keep you sharp

Team events, small talk and social activities gives you energy

You generally thrive in a hectic everyday life with more questions than
answers and in finding possibilities in the unknown

WE OFFER
At Trust GMP we offer a dynamic, flexible, and ambitious work environment and a fun
and friendly work spirit. We want to do things differently, so we have eliminated all
unnecessary bureaucracy and let the management team take care of pitching and
admin work, so you instead can take care of what you are best at.
We have a solid high-quality market brand and are known for nurturing long term
costumer relations based on trust with world leading pharmaceutical companies. And
we can therefore guarantee you great both professional and personal development
opportunities. The daily work is based at our costumer or at home, which allows us to
spend the office expenses on team and social family events, something we prioritize
highly.
In Trust GMP we work as a team, and you can always count on having passionate,
skilled, and knowledgeable colleagues to spare with.
Trust is a fundamental value to us. We build our business on trust in our colleagues,
customers, and business partners just as we always strive to enable everyone to trust
in us.

CONTACT AND APPLY
Would you like to hear more about the position or submit your application and CV,
please contact:
Mads Nielsen, +45 6171 7139, mdni@trustgmp.com.
“We believe in making complicated things simple.”
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